Structural features of the McPC603 Fab fragment not defined in the X-ray structure.
The proteolytic Fab fragment of the well characterized antibody McPC603 was compared to the recombinant Fab fragment, which was obtained in functional form from an Escherichia coli expression system [(1989) Methods Enzymol. 178, 497-515]. We found evidence that the proteolytic fragment is glycosylated at Asn H160 in the CH1 domain, where additional electron density had been observed in the crystal structure [J. Mol. Biol. 190, 593-604]. In addition, its heavy chain is about 30 amino acids longer than visible in the electron density and thus contains the complete hinge region. These structural differences between the recombinant Fab fragment, which had been designed exactly according to the defined electron density, and the proteolytic Fab fragment of McPC603 had no effect on the hapten binding properties of these antigen binding fragments. Yet, it may be important to be aware of these structural features of McPC603 in folding studies and some comparative analyses of antibody structures.